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I. INTRODUCTION 

The system of subprograms operating on the 6600 as a file management 

system (henceforth knmm as FHS) is designed for using a disk based file and 

a hashing algorithm for random access of information. It is made to be oper

ated in as little as 30K of core and use a minimum number of disk accesses. 

It gives the user the options of storin~ data in ECS - for a savings in time -

and of using overlays - for a savings in space. There are a number of system 

parameters \oJ'hich are to be varied by the user for the greatest efficienry 

for his particular file. These parameters will be detailed later, along 

with reasons for selecting one value over another. 

File Structure 

Each main program using the FMS must declare a labeled common named 

/B1S/ with a certain minimum length, that length depending on the values 

selected for the various parameters mentioned above. (See figure 1) The 

smallest unit of the file is a page, which is composed of from 1 to 28 

64-word PRU's. Thus, the length of a page is 64 times the number of PRU's 

per page, which is user defined. The next larger unit is the slot, which 

is used for transferring data from the page buffer, which the FHS subprograms 

use, and the disk (or ECS if that is used for intermediate storage). The 

I/O is done on the basis of a slot. Each slot consists of m consecutive 

pages plus a three-word header. The slots make up the bulk of the labeled 

common area; there are n slots per labeled common. Both m and n are user

defined, and are to be varied for greatest efficiency depending on the 

structure of the file. Unless ECS storage is used, this is all there is 

to the FNS labeled common. __ Ho"t-lever, for big files, huge slots in ECS may 

be used. Data in ECS may be accessed almost as rapidly as data in central 

memory, and much faster than data on the disk. The structure of the ECS 
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slots is similar to that of the in-core slots: there are i slots and j 

pages per slot. At the end of the labeled common area there are 3*i header 

words for the ECS slots. Since, at the present time, the 6600 cannot 

transfer data directly from disk to ECS, an area of core must be set aside 

to transfer from disk to core to ECS. One of the slots (the one to be 

filled by the page desired) is used for the transfer. Thus, when 

using ECS, the slot size also determines the number of disk I/O operations 

needed to fill up an ECS slot. 

The FHS allows the structuring of data through the use of pointers. In 

discussing this structure, it is common to use genealogicAl terminology to 

describe the relationships. Thus, if we have a pointer set from a first 

entity to a second we refer to the first as the 'parent' and the second 

as the 'child'. Entities which have the same parent, and thus form a linked 

list among themselves, are referred to as siblings of each other. Pointers 

are bi-directional: A parent points to the first of its children, and 

each child points back to its parent. Each sibling points to the sibling 

before ('before' means that the entity became a child earlier) it and 

the sibling after it. The last sibling points end around to the first. 

If there is only one child, its pointers point forward to itself and 

backwards to zero (a zero pointer). If there is more than one child, the 

first child points backwards to the last child, but with a negative pointer. 

All pointers are actually disk addresses, which give a page and a location 

on the page for an entity. (See Part III for details). With this type 

of structure it is entirely possible for an entity to have more than one 

parent. In this case He get a network or bi-directional tree. An entity 

can have several linked lists or rings passing through it, with each 

different linked list defined by a different parent. A parameter tells 
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the system the maximum number of parents an entity can possess. 

The file consists of tt~To parts: a hash table and the data - entities 

and pointers. The hash table, the first part of the file, is like an 

index to the data. The name of an entity is hashed to a location in the 

table where the actual disk address of the entity is stored. The hash 

table is set up initially to a fixed length, while entities occur in the 

order they are added. 

In general, it takes one disk access to get the hash entry for an 

entity, and another access to U't the entity itself. But it is possible to 

store data in the hash entry so the only one access is necessary. Thirty 

bits are set aside for user flags in each hash entry. The thirty bits 

can either be set individually, or considered as an integer. There are 

also user flags with the pointers, \~Thich are described belo't-1. 

User's Buffers - IBAF and IPNTR 

Data- i.e., entity data and entity points- are transferred between 

the disk file and two user-supplied arrays: IBAF, the data buffer, and 

IPNTR, the pointer buffer. Their formats are sho\ITU in figure 3. Data 

put into ISAF is entered into the file with subroutine ADHASH and gotten 

from the file ~lith the subroutine GETHSH. Word 1 gives the total amount 

of data in the file. Hord 2 is the name of the entity, used by subroutine 

GETLOC to find a suitable hash location. Word 3 is the password, used to 

restrict GETHSHes. ~vords 4-n (n the value of IBAF(l)) are the data. 

The IPNTR buffer is zeroed by ADHASH, except for word 1 which is 

returned as the entity location, and filled by GETHSH. Hord 2 has flags 

to indicate whether or not this entity is a parent or child, and the 

number of parents the entity has, that is, the number of the three-word 
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blocks Hhich start in \oJOrd 4. ~·Jord 3 points to the first child of this 

entity if it is a parent; else word 3 is zero. Following this is a three

word block for each parent the entity has. If no parents are allowed, 

I~1TR is just one word. The first word of the three points to the parent, 

the second word points forward to the next sibling on the linked list of 

children of the parent whose address is given in the first word, and the 

third word is a pointer to the previous sibling. The backwards pointer 

is zero if this is an only child, and is a negative address - complement 

to get the actual address of the last child - if this is the first child 

of a linked list. 

Bits 48-58 of the first word of each block are 'pointer flags'. These 

can be used to differentiate children of the same parent - going horizon

tally alan~ a linked list - or to differentiate parents of the same child 

going vertically in the child. Used ,.,hen moving up the tree from child 

to parent, the latter method will c-ll_mr a user to deterflline which parent 

he wants without accessin.~ all parents and checking some datum in them. 

Using Overlays 

In order to save core, three programs are used as overlays: a program 

to initialize the file, i.e., write nut11bered pages on the disk, a program 

to save data and pointers on tape in a compacted format, and a program to 

restore the file from the same tape. The first program is also available 

as a subroutine, but is usually not as fast as the overlay. 

The use of these overlays Hith the FHS is different than the use of 

normal 6600 overlays. The users main program runs as a primary overlay 

and thus secondary overlays are allm.;red. ~\lhen one of the three programs 

is called in, the users prol?:ram is uritten out on the disk and the desired 

overlay is read in as another primary overlay. Hhen the overlay is finished, 
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the user's program is read back in from the disk and the program 

continues right after the spot the overlay was called. Thus an overlay 

can be called from anyplace in the user's program. 

To initially form the overlays on a file certain control cards are 

needed. 

These are: 

JOB 
FUN(S) 
P ,A, FU1LIB, UCC0')3. 
P,A,SDH,VRN. 
P,O,OVLFL,SDN. 
HODIFY(P=ISR,N=O,F) 
FUN(I=C011PILE,S) 
LOAD,LGO,FHSLIB. 
NOGO. 
7-8-9 
main overlay 
6-7-8-9 

optional 

$ EDIT,INITIAL 

SDN is a user-supplied subdirectory onto which the overlay file OVLFL is 

written. If the user doesn't \vish to use a permanent file, OVLFL can 

be copied to tape after the NOGO card, and copied back to the disk when 

the overlay is going to be used. 

The user can have his O\·Til overlays on OVLFL for calling in the same 

manner as above. To construct the overlay he adds his program preceded 

by the standard Fortran overlay card- OVERLAY(OVLFL,n,O), n greater than 

three - after the main overlay and before the end-of-file card in the 

above control card grouping. To call the overlay from the user's program, 

use CALL OVLPRO(n). The primary overlay and its associated subroutines-

note that some subroutines, e.g., CPC, are loaded with the main overlay 

and need not be counted - must take up less than 44000B of core. 

A main overlay program must be included before any primary overlay. 

The overlays generated above need not be changed unless the main overlay is 
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changed, since its length determines where the primary overlays start. 

The length of the main overlay depends on the number of files used and 

the length of blank common. The format for the main overlay is: 

OVEP~AY(lfn,O,O) 
PROGR&~ ~\IN (fiJe 1, ..• ,file n) 
cmmoN mu:1(M) 
CALL OVLAY(lfn,n,m) 
END 

lfn is the name of the user's file for his overlays -MAIN and his program. 

All files- e.g., INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE27- to be used in the user's main 

program or any of his overlays must be declared in the main overlay 

instead of the pro~ram where the files are used. Blank common should 

be declared in the main overlay ~ well as in the program it is used in. 

With no blank common used anyplace the COMMON card may be left out and 

m=O. As long as m - the length of blank common - and n - the number of 

files used - remain the same, the primary overlays do not have to be 

reconstructed. 

II. USING THE SYSTEU 

Initialization 

SUBROUTINE OPNFLUG(N,LFN) 

This must be the first Flffi routine called. It opens the file 

for reading only if N=O, or for both reading and \vriting if N=l. LFN 

is the seven-character left-adjusted, zero-filled (i.e., L field) display 

code name for the file, to be entered into the first word of the file's 

FET. 

SUBROUTINE INIT(ISSIZE,NPOINT, ISECPG, IHPG) 

This routine should be called next if a new file is to be built. 

INIT calls the overlay INITIAL which \vrites out blank numbered pages. 



ISSIZE is the number of /ages set aside for the hash table at the 

beginning of the file, and is roughly proportional to the number of 

entities in the file. If there are N words per page, each page of th2 

hash table has room for (N-2)/2 entities, or a total of ISSIZE*(N-2)/2 

for the whole table. Dependin~ on the chances of collision and how 

full one wishes the table to be, the total number of entities which can 

be entered in the hash table ,.,ill be smaller than this, possible one-half 

to two-thirds of it. See discussion of the routines GETLOC and IHASH 

for more about hashing. ISSIZE can range from one to some number smaller 

than the size of the file. 

NPOINT is the maximum number of parents any entity has. It is used to 

set aside the proper amount of space in each entity for possible pointers. 

NPOINT must be greater than or equal to zero; the only limits on t~OINT 

come from the limits on core and disk space. The user's pointer buffer 

IPN'TR must be dimensioned at (NPOINT+l) *3 unless NPOINT=O, in which 

case IPNTR is a single word. NPOINT should be no larger than necessary 

to conserve space in the file. 

The third argument, ISECPG, tells the system the page size in PRU's. 

Since on the disk the PRU's are 64 CH words long, the length of a page 

is 64*ISECPG words. Pages of more than one PRU are desirable when most 

of the entities are longer than 62 words. A little more efficiency can 

be achieved by making sure that most entibes can fit on a page. But note 

that an entity can be less than or greater than a page long~ There is 

no relationship between the length of a page and the length of an entity. 

An entity of length N(=IBAF(l)) requires NPOINT*2+N+l ,.,ords of storage, 

while each pa~e can contain 64*ISECPG-l words. Increasing ISECPG also 

increases the number of hash entries which can fit on a page. 
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IHPG is the file size, including ISSIZE hash pages, for the program 

INITIAL to write out. If an attempt is made to add an entity to a page 

greater than IHPG, the error message DISK FULL is placed in the dayfile 

and the program stops. IHPG should not be much larger than necessary 

because PP time is spent Hriting out the blank pages. 

SUBROUTINE INITl(ISSIZE ,NPOINT, ISECPG, IHPG, ICm1SZ) 

This routine does the same as INIT, except that the overlay INITIAL 

is not used. Instead, the labeled common area is used as a page buffer 

for writing out blank pages. Since the labeled common will probably 

not be as big as the buffer in INITIAL- 17,920 words - INITl will not 

be as fast. On the other hand, a separate overlay need not be made. 

The extra parameter gives the length of labeled common. 

SUBROUTINE FILSLT(NSLT,IPGSLT,ICOHSZ,IDSZ,IPSZ) 

This routine declares the value of various parameters used by 

the fl·ffi. It should be called at the beginning of any program, including 

overlays, and after the return to the program from an overlay using 

the FNS. FILSLT can be used to change the slot size or the number of 

slots in the middle of a program, if called after a call to E!-TfSLT. 

NSLT is the number of in-core slots - n in figure 1. For reasonable 

efficiency, NSLT should be at least three-one hash table slot and two 

entity slots. Depending on the structure of the file, timings may be 

improved by making NSLT bigger. If entities to be accessed close 

together, such as a parent and all its descendents, are widely separated 

on the disk- i.e., added at different times instead of sequentially

it would make sense to have many (small) slots so that the parents 

and all the children could be in core at one time. If, on the other 

hand, the entities are close together on the disk - such as a parent 
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and its linked list of children, all of Hhich uere added at on2 time -

it Hould be better to have (a feH) large slots that can contain all 

the entities together. 

IPGSLT is t~e number of pa~es in each in-core slot - m in figure 1. 

As mentioned above, IPGSLT can be varied b achieve maximum efficiency 

\vith minimum sp.qce for the labeled common. 

IC0£1SZ is t:1e size of the labeled common f?':;cj. This value is checked 

against the size needed for all the slots, anrl an error message is 

returned if ICOi!SZ is too S'lall. T'le length of 1:->.beled corrnnon is 

ICO'iSZ = 25 + 64*ISECPG + HSLT* (64~·~rs:::CPG,'•IPGSLT+3) + 3•~~-TOSLT. 

l'!OSLT is the number of ECS slots, and is zero if ECS is not used. 

IDSZ an,: IPSZ are the length of 1::1AF and IP:ITR, respectively. 

These are checked in ADH:\S11 anti CETIISH, and against i'lPOr1T to avoid 

overrunning arrays. If I13AF is too small in G"ST':sn or IPt!TTt is too 

small, the programstoc-.s. If IBAF is too small inADHASI-I- i.e., IBAF(l)i 

is greater than IDSZ - a 'varning message is produced but the entity is 

added. If IDSZ or IPSZ are changed in the middle of a program, CALL 

SETSZ(IDSZ,IPSZ) is used to record the changes. 

SUBROUTINE FILECS(NOSLT,NPGSLT) 

This routine should be called - after OPHFU1G, INIT, FILSLT - only 

if the user's program will have ECS buffers. NOSLT is the number of 

E'.::S slots, and l'TPGSLT is the length of each ECS slot in number of pages. 

These two numbers can be varied for greatest efficiency much like NSLT 

and IPGSLT. If reasonably possible, it is very nice to have all the 

hash table in one ECS slot. The user, on his job card, must allow for 
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at least NOSLT*~;PGSLT~~ISECPG*!)!~ •.70rrls of ECS. The> rw.xinul'T\ is 2770'J0'J 

or 97,792 words (1528 PP.U). Labcler1 co:r.mon raust be increased by 3~'tJOSLT 

uords to allovl for an in-core ECS buffer header table. It is important 

to note that .]PG:3LT ~ T(*IPGSLT, Hhere ~: is some integer. If this ~·Yere 

net the case, it Hould be possible to h3ve duplicate pa~es in different 

in-core slots. Also, an in-core slot is used to transfer data fron the 

disk to ECS. k must be an integer so t~at there Hill be an intEger nunber 

of transfers. The snaller k is, of course, the feHer disk operations 

needed to fill each ECS buffer. If k is not an inte~er, an error 

message is entered in the dayfile. 

SUBROUTinE PAS\lRD(IARAY) 

IARAY is a nine-H·ord array of seven-character left-adjusted passFords. 

\7hen a GETIISH is performed, the pass~.,ord of the entity - in IJAF(3) -

placed there before in AD:"ASl~ - is checked to see if it matc:1es one of 

the nine pass~·ronis given in PASr!r.D. If it doesn't rnatc'1, the program 

returns ':1ithout the entity. In thir uay access of some entities can 

be denied to some users. If pass,mrds are not used - i.e. , PAST·!RD 

is not called - I~AF(3) can be used to store data in bits 18-59. If 

used, this should be the last of this group of subroutines to be called. 

Record r·anipulation 

SUBROUTINE GETLOC (Il3AF,IFLAG,LOC) 

T:1is routine uill tell t!l.e user ·rhet~er or not the entity uith 

name in I::\AF(2) is already in the file, ano if not, •:!here it can be 

added. This routine must abJays be called before AullAS~l. :.Tote t:•at 

GETLOC does not chan~e the file ir. any ~·Jay. I:"AF is usually a rata 

buffer, but the only re,1uirenent on j t is that the name of the entity 

be irt IBAF(2). 
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After GETLOC hashes a name to get a number beb·Teen one and ISSIZE, 

it makes a sequential search of that pa~e for either an empty spot or a 

name matching IBAF(2). The page size determines the number of hash 

entries per paGe and the time necessary to search a page looking for 

either an empty entr; or the entity desired. If neither condition is 

met en that page a collision occurs and another pac;e is fetched. This 

process continues until either: 1) tuenty-four pages are checked or 

2) the entity is found (has been entered previously) or 3) space is 

found to enter the entity. For case 1, IFLAG is returned as -1 and 

an error message is entered in the dayfile. For case 2 IFLAG=O and 

LOC is the disk address Hhere the entity is stored. For case 3 

IFLAG=+l and LOC is the hash address, used as an input to ADHASH, where 

the entity can be added. The chances for tHenty-four collisions for 

a given name depend on a number of factors: if many of the names are 

similar, they are liable to hash to the same location. The larger the 

page the more hash entries it can hold. The bigger ISSIZE the more 

spread-out will be the entries in the hash table. The hash algorithm 

determines where the first and the next ttventy-three hashes will be -

see IUASH description belmv. 

Occasionally the hash address may be desired for an entity already 

entered, e.g., in order to set some hash table flags. In this case 

!FLAG should be set to tuo before GETLOC is called. Then if IFLAG is 

returned as zero LOC tlill be the entity's hash address instead of its 

disk address. 

FUNCTIOn IIIASH (IBAF, ISSIZE) 

FUNCTION IHASHl(IBAF,IH) 

!HASH is called only hy GETLOC. The function returns a hash number 

from one to ISSIZE, inclusive. This program has bvo entry points: 

IHASII(IBAF ,ISSIZE) is called to get the first hash number. After a 

collision r::i\SHl(IBAF,III) is called to determine the next hash number, 

where IH is the previous hash number. A standard !HASH is included 

tvith the FNS, but a user may wish to custordze IHL\SH for his mm file. 

There are tuo advantages to this: since the user knm.,rs >-Jhich fields 

of his name are sip,nificant, he can hash to avoid collisions altogether. 
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Secondly, the user can see to it that related entities are stored 

together in the hash table, so that when one is accessed all related 

entities' hash entries are accessed also. In files Hith very large 

ISSIZE's customizing IHASII can lead to savings of 307, in CP time and 

50% in PP time. 

Consider one example \·Jhere geographical data was being put in a 

file Hith the levels being state, county, tmmship, section, quarter

section and parcel. It can be seen that in n~o counties there will be 

many forty-acre parcels. (In this particular instance there ~vere 

about 80~000.) To hold all this information a large file Has used: 

ISSIZE = 8230 and IHPG = 22000. If the normal hashing algorithm had 

been used, nm contiguous parcels might find themselves at opposite ends 

of the hash table. Since 8230 page can't be held even in all of ECS, 

the number of disk accesses -v1ith this method Hould be tremendous. It 

was decided to put a tmmship and all its associated children on 

thirty-six consecutive pages of hash table, Pith each page containing 

a section, its four quarter-sections and the related sixteen parcels. 

The name of each entity Has designed so that its relationships could 

easily be determined: county number in (octal) digits 20-18, tmmship 

number in digits 17-12, section number in 11 and 10, quarter-section 

in 9 and parcel number in 8-6. Dy adjusting ISSIZE so that the hashing 

algorithm would give a hash number ~vhich noved through the hash table 

four times but each time hittin~ a spot offset from the spot hit on the 

previous cycles, almost all collisions \..rere avoided and ISSIZE Hasn't 

excessively large. 

In the above exanple one notices that each page t~as only t\Jo-thirds 

full. Greater use of each page could be achieved~; doubling the page 

size and putting three sections per hash page. This resulted in a file 

shorter by about 20%, and the number of disl~ accesses uas reduced 

by almost that much. Unfortunately, since the hash pages \vere twice 

as long extra CP time haJ to be spent in G~TLOC searching to the bottom 

of the page to find some entities. As a result CP tine increaserl by 36%. 

Since P.IASI1 is called so often, greater efficiency can be achieved 

by coding it in COUPASS. The standard IIIASE is in COHPASS, cut the 

following equivalent listing is in Fortran in order to be folloHed 

more easily. 



FUllCfiON IHASH(IALF ,ISSI?L) 
DU1ENSION IALF(2) ,INtn1(6) 
DATA (INill1=1 ,2, 3,5, 6, 11) , (l1ASI~=l777B) 
IH=O $ IB=IALF(2) 
00 1 1=1,6 
IH=III + LIOD(AND(IB ,NASI:) *INUI'f(I), IS SIZE) 

1 IB=LRSHFT(IB,-10) 
IHASl:I = HOD(IF,ISSIZE) + 1 
RETUPJJ 
ENTRY IHASHl 

C IHASfll is called whenever there has been a collision. 
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C ISSIZE is the PlASH value ~-There the collision occurred 
IHASIIl = ISSIZE + 1 

C In case of collision, tr; next page. 
C After calling IllPSi":l, GETLOC performs IF(lHA~Hl.C:T. TSSTZF.) 

C IHASHl=IHASHl-ISSIZE 

P..ETUrJl 
EilD 

SUBROUTINE ADHASII(IBAF ,IPNTR,LOC) 

Subroutine ADII.ASI! is used to add data to the disk file. The 

data added is taken from I:gAF, vli th IBAF(2) being the name of the 

entity to be added and IBAF(3) its password. The entity's data - if 

any - is in IBAF(4) through IBAF(N), ~-There ;'1 is the value of IBAF(l). 

The user must set IBAF(l) before an AD!IAS:i. If ~1 is greater than 

the previously declared data buffer length, a warning message is entered 

in the dayfile, but the addition continues. IPNTR is zeroed by ADJIASII, 

but the disk address Hhere the entity is located is returned in IPNT!:t(l). 

LOC is the hash address where the entity can be stored, as returned 

by GETLOC. 

SUBROUTINE GETHSII(IBAF,IPNTR,IDL) 

GET.ISII is the workhorse of the FHS. This is the routine used 

to access the data and pointers of an entity already on the disl:. 

An entity ~-lith disk address I:JL is returned uith data in IBAF and 

pointers in IPNTI:. - see figure 3 for fomats of IBAF and IPl1TR. 

If IBAF(l) is greater than the declared data buffer size, an error 

message is entered in the dayfile and the program halts with a STOP 

16. This is to prevent sections of core from being oven-Tritten. If 

the pass~10rd of the entity, IBAF(3), does not match any of the seven 

character pass~10rds given in the subroutine PASHr.D, an error message 

is given and GET!ISII returns ~·li thout the entity. This checking does 

not occur if P P.BlJRD hasn't been called. 
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The disk address IDL can be obtained in a number of ~..rays: an 

in-core table of addresses, filled by IPNTR(l) as returned by ADHASH 

could be used. Given the nane, GETLOC uill return the entity's address 

if it is already in the fil2. And of course an address ~ay be obtained 

from the pointer buffer of another entity. In general, those ~ethods 

that don't go through the hash table uill be faster than those which 

do because an extra disk access is needed to read up the hash table. 

SUBP.OUI'INE PJ'HASII(IllAF ,IPNTf1.) 

This routine is used for altering an entity's data after it has 

been added to the disk. Hhen PJ>~IASH is called, the entity tvhosc address 

is in IPi'!TR(l) _has its data and pointers replaced by IBAF and IPNTR, 

respectively; therefore, IPNTR had better contain the entity's pointers. 

The most corni'lon Hay of assuring this is uith a call to GETHSH tvith 

the desired entity before the call to RPIU\SJI. The GETHSH call need 

not use the same data buffer as PJ'IIAS~!, if the data is going to be 

changed considerably. 

The length of the replacing data, IllAF(l), can be less than, equal 

to, or greater than the length of the replaced data. HO\-Tever, greater 

efficiency is achieved if the lengths are the same. In this case the 

pointers are not replaced and IPNTR need be just one ~..rord. If the user 

knous ahead of time that he is going to acld data to an entity and make 

it longer sane time in the future, he Hould be wise to add the entity 

initially ~vith its longer length, and on each succeeding RPHASH just 

add the extra data tTi thout changing IBAF (1) • 

SUBROUTINE HHVHSH(IDL,IP!TTR) 

IDMISH completely deletes the entity ui th disk address IDL from the 

file. The pointers of other entities·are reconstructed as if entity 

IDL never existed. The hash cell of the entity becomes available for 

other use, and the space occupied by the entity is made empty. IPNTR 

is a scratch buffer HPOINT tmrds in length. The pointer buffer can be 

used for this purpose, but th2t is not necessary. 

Pointer ;ranipulation 

Thus far the routines ue have discussed could refer to an unorganized 

data file, and such is the case if rJPOIPT=O. But it is possible to 

construct relationships bettveen the various entities. If UPOIHT=l 
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we have a tree structure - every child has just one parent and the 

tree branches out from (usually) one central node to the leaves, tvhich 

are the final descendents. If NPOINT is greater than one ue have a 

more complex relationship - a network structure - Hhere each entity can 

have more than one parent and more than one child. In fact, there is 

nothing to prohibit A having child B and B in turn having child A. The 

user should be very careful, hol-Tever, on tree searches of circular 

structures of this kind, not to get into an infinite loop where A 

points to B, B points to A, A points to B, etc. Use of pointer flags 

could be helpful in the case. It should be pointed out that the order 

of parents is not necessarily consistent from entity to entity- i.e., 

one entity's first parent maybe another entity's second parent, depend

ing on the order the pointers Here set. 

SUBROUTIHE STPNTR(IDLP ,IDLC,ITYPE) 

This routine makes the entity uith disk address IDLC a child of 

the entity lvith address IDLP, and adds pointer flag !TYPE to address 

IDLP in the child IDLC. (See figure 4.) IDLC is added as the last 

child of IDLP, and all necessary pointers are updated. The pointer 

flag can range from zero to 2**11-1 and obviously can have any 

significance the user desires. It should be pointed out that when doing 

address comparisons using a parent's address gotten from the first word 

of a three word pointer block, the pointer flags, if non-zero, should 

be removed before the comparison is done. STPNTR also sets flags 

in the hash table and t·JOrd 2 of the pointers indicating that the 

entity is a parent and/or child. 

SUBROUTINE SRTPTR(IDLP, IDLC, IDLN, I TYPE) 

Occasionally, it is important to have the children of an entity sorted 

according to some criterion. For example, if the children represent 

water samples taken every nonth at the location represented by the 

parent, it Hould probably be useful to have the children arranged from 

oldest sample (first child} to latest sanple (last child). Since STPNTR 

always adds the neH child last on the linked list, if we cane up with 

an out-of-order sample, it ,.,ould be very tine consuning to put the 

sample entity in the right place. In a case like this the routine SRTPTR 

tvould be used to insert the desired entity IDLC before IDLN (the next 

entity) as a child of IDLP. Note that IDLll is already a child of 

IDLP. TI1e pointer flag in IDLC is again !TYPE. 
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A brief sampl~ of codin0 shoulJ nake the fore:3oin:3 di3cussion 

more clear, and serve to illustrate some techniques for searching linked 

lists. Suppose our entities have their sort criterion in IBAF(S). The 

entities can have bJo parents, but as children of IDLP - its disk 

address - they should have IBAF(S) in nonotonically decreasing order. 

Here is what He do Hhen He ~-1ish to add another IDLC as a child of IDLP. 

C save IBAF(S) for IDLC 
ISAV=IBAF(S) 

C IDLC has alrearly been arlded to the file 
C get IDLP 

CALL GETHSH(IRAF,IPnT~,IDLP) 
C eet first child of IDLP (address in IPNT~(3)) 

IF(IPNTR(3).EQ.O) Gf/J Tr/J 1 
C He know there is a first child; eet it 

CALL GETIISI1 (I BAF, IPNTR, IP!ITP ( 3) ) 
C search for block referring to IDLP 

D0 2 1=4,7,3 
IF( (IPHTR(I) .A. 7777 7777B) .EQ. IDLP) Gr/J TC/J 3 

2 Cr/JNTINUE 
C error 

STOP 10 
C see if this is an only child by checking backwards pointer 

3 IBI~,!P;TT"'.(!+.:::~ 
IF(IBK.NE.O) GC/J T¢ 4 

C it is an only child. see if IDLC should be before this entity 
IF(IBAF(S). GE. ISAV) Gr/J Tf/J 1 

C IDLC should be placed before this entity. Save its address 
IDLN=IPNTR(l) 
G¢ Tf/J 5 

C get last child. IBK is nou its address 
4 CALL GETIISH(IBAF ,IPNTR,IBK) 

C check criterion 
IF(IBAF(S).GE.ISAV) G0 Tf/J 1 

C look at previous entity. IDLN points to this entity. 
8 IDUl=IPrlTR(l) 

C get proper parent 
00 6 I=4,7,3 
IF((IPnTR(I) .A. 7777 7777B) .EQ. IDLP) GC/J Tr/J 7 

6 CONTIITTJE 
C error 

STOP 11 
7 IBK=IPHTP (I +2) 

C check if this is the first child 
IF(IBI~.LT. 0) GC/J T¢ 5 

C get previous entity 
CALL GETIISH (IBAF, IPt!TR, IBK) 

C check sort criterion 
IF(IBAF(S).LT.ISAV) G¢ TC/J 3 

C have found position - add child 
5 CALL SRTPTR(IDLP,I~LC,IDLN,O) 

Gf/J Tf/J 9 
C add IDLC as last child 

1 CALL STPITTP..(l'1LP ,IDLC,O) 
9 COnTHTUE 
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SUBROUTINE RHVPTR(IDLP ,IDLC) 

This routine does the opposite of the pointer - setting routines. 

It removes IDLC as a child of IDLP, and updates all necessary 

pointers. Flags in the hash table or Hord 2 of the pointers are 

changed if neccesary. 

SUBROUTinE GTPl!TR(IDL,ITYPE) 

As seen in the previous example, the user can search the pointer buffer 

for addresses, since he kno~rs exactly Hhat he uants. No general pointer 

searching routine has been t-lritten, and the only routine for doing 

limited pointer searches is GTPNTR. 

IDL is a three-word array. IDL(l) is always a parent's address, 

and should be filled by the user. If IDL(2) is zero then, on return from 

GTPNTR,IDL(2) is the address of the first child of IDL(l) - zero if no 

children - t·lhile IDL(.'3) and ITYPE are unchanged~ If IDL(2) is non-zero 

when inputted, it is assumed to be the address of a child of IDL(l). 

GTPNTR then returns the forHard pointer of IDL(2) - input value - in 

IDL (2) and the bacb-mrds pointer in IDL (1). I TYPE is the pointer flag 

for IDL(2) -input value- as a child of IJL(l). Note that GTPNTR 

destroys the original value of IDL(2). This routine does not require 

that the entity be fetched by a GETHSH, and so if only pointer checking 

is required, GTPHTR is faster than GI:THSH and, in any case, it is never 

slower. 

iliscellaneous Routines 

1. Hash Table Flag Routines 

Each hash entry contains thirty bits which are available to the user. 

These bits can either be set individually as flag 0 - flag 29, or as 

a thirty-bit integer. It is thus possible to store information in the 

hash table so that it is not necessary to access the data itself in 

all cases. 

SUBROUTINE SETFLG(LOC,IBIT r; H) 

This routine sets bit IBIT(IBIT GE 0 and LE 29) to value ~,1 - either 

0 or 1 - in entry t-lith hash address LOC, as returned from GETLOC ~7ith 

IFLAG initially tuo. 

SUBROUTIHE GETFLG(LOC, !BIT ,H) 

This routine is the complenentary one to SETFLG. It returns as r1 

the value of bit IBIT in hash entry LOC. If IBIT=33,H ~n.n be one 

if the entity is a child; if IBIT=34, H Hill be one if the entity is 



a parent. These tw·o bits are set by the pointer routines. 

SUBROUTinE STINFG(LOC,IVAL) 
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This routine sets the integer IVAL - IVAL GE 0 and LT 2**30 - into 

hash entry LOC. 

SUBROUTilill GTINFG(LOC,IVAL) 

This routine returns the integer IVAL from hash entry LOC as Has 

set by STIUFG or, bit by bit, by SETFLG. 

2. Debugging Aids 

SUBROUTINE IPRINT(lT ,IBUF) 

SUBROUTINE GO 

SUBROUTHill STP 

Subroutine IPIUNT causes N nuT!lbers - IBUF (1) through IBUF(N) - to 

be entered in the dayfile. The dayfile has a message limit of about 

200, after uhich the pro:;ram aborts. Eacl-t number is in octal. Initially 

IPRINT is enabled. To disable !PRINT, use CALL STP. To re-enable it, 

use CALL GO. All calls to !PRINT betueen CALL STP and CALL GO l-lill cause 

nothing to happen. 

FUNCTION t!ERR(I) 

NERR(I) - ~vhere I is a dummy variable - returns the value of the 

last BlS error (see list of error messages for corresponding numbers) 

andsets the error number to zero. If HERR(I) is zero, no errors have 

occured since the last call to !JEP.R or since the beginning of the prograrn. 

SUBROUTinE SCOOP (IFG) 

Subroutine SCOOP prints out the tree structure of the file. It 

does this by searching through the hash table for all unattached 

entities and printing them out. Then it searches for the first entity 

that is a parent hut not a child; it prints out this nane and then 

searches for the entity's children, and so on until the uhole tree has 

been printed out. The next entity Hhich has children but no parznts 

is searched for, and the process continues. See figure 13 for a sample 

of SCOOP output. If IFG=O the nane - ITIAF(2) - is considered to be 

made up of ten display codes, and is printed in an AlO field. If 

IFG=l the name is printed out in an 020 field. ~.Then SCOOP is used, an 

OUTPUT file must be declared on the program card. This is the only BIS 

routine Hhich requires a declared file. 
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End-Of-Job Processing 

SUBROUTINE EHTSLT 

Subroutine :SI1TSLT makes sure that all altered data in core or in 

ECS are \-7ritten onto the disk file, so the file is brought up to date. 

It can be called anytime. E!ITSLT must be called at the end of a 

main pror;ram if user Hishes to save his data; it should be called 

before exitin~ to an ~IS overlay (except for the three system overlays) 

and just before returning from an overlay. 

SUBROUTI!\TE CLOSE 

This routine calls EHTSLT and then sets the file to closed status. 

The routine needn't be called unless the file is permanent. 

SUBROUTINE SAVE (LFN) 

SUBROUTinE RESTORE (LFN) 

These are complementary subroutines, each calling an overlay. 

SAVE is called at the end of a program to save the data on a tape 

with left-adjusted zero-filled nane LFN. P-ESTOP..E is called at the begin

ning of a program, after Ti'HT, to res tore a file from a tape made by 

SAVE. Unlike the programs discussed further on SAVE/RESTORl: do not 

merely copy the file onto tape, but act as a garbage collector. 

RESTOr'~ adds entities and sets pointers; any deleted entities Hill be 

forgotten, and entities \-Till be sorted according to linked list 

membership. In other words, after a SAVE/RESTOHE all children of a 

given entity lvill be consecutive in the file; this is done to increase 

access speed. SAVE asks for card input. T.he first card read in 

has an I5 field telling hDlJ many more cards there are. If this integer 

is zero, SAVE starts Hith the first entity in the hash table Hith 

children but no parents, and stores it and all its children, then 

all the children of the first child, then all the children of the first 

grandchild, etc. No entity is stored ttvice. If an entity is the 

child of more than one parent, it is stored Hith the children of 

the first parent uhich occurs in the search of the hash table. This 

may not always be the most useful order. If the integer read in is not 

zero, the next cards each contain the name of an entity-in an ~20 field. 

That entity is stored, folloued by its linked list of children, and so 

forth. After all cards are processed, the remainder of the entities 

are stored as described above. If other cards are used as input to 

the main proeram, the cards for SAVE should be separated from the 
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others by a 7-8-9 card. Since SAVE and P£STORE use the TI1S, they 

are not as fast as the routines described beloH. Both overlays need 

a EC277 on the job card. 

SAVE destroys pas sHo rds • 

SUBROUTINE QDSAV(ICOHSZ,LFN) 

SUBROUTINE QDRST(ICOMSZ ,LFN) 

These subroutines serve to save and restore a file on tape tvith name 

L~~, but unlike the previous routines, no file compaction or alteration 

of order is done. The file is copied to/from tape, using labeled 

common - length ICOHSZ - as the transfer buffer. These routines 

are faster than the previous ones, and don't use overlays, but require 

much more tape. 

III. INTERHAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SY~TI:H 

The follm-1ing section describes in detail sone of the internal 

,.,orkings of the system. Knm-1ledge of the topics discussed is not 

necessary in order to use the system. 

Constant Storage In Labeled Common 

Figure 1 v1as a diagram of the layout of labeled common. The 

first b-lenty-five ,.,ords of /FNS/ hold constants used in the routines 

Hhich make up the FHS. A brief description of each constant follmvs 

(refer to figure 6): 

ISSIZE is the size of the hash table, in pages. It is input 

through INIT or IUITl. 

l,!POINT is the maximum number of parents an entity may have. It is 

input through INIT or IN!Tl. 

NBAF is the length of the data buffer, IBAF. It is input through 

FILSLT or SETSZ. 

IHDPG is the number of vords per file page. It is equal to 64*ISECPG. 

LSTPG is the last page data has been entered on. Before any data 

is entered, but space for the hash table has been set aside, LSTPG= 

ISSIZE+l. LSTPG is updated through ADHASH in routine PGFIHD - the 

routine that inds a page ,.;ith available space. 
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IHPG is the highest page of the file. It is input through 

INIT or INITl. 

IFULFL is a flag used by the system to indicate that any available 

space can be used for data storage, and not just a Minimum of six 

words, Hhich is the case if IFULFL=l. It also indicates the number 

of passes throueh the file looking for free space. PGFIND, after 

going through the file and not finding any available space, will go 

back through the file and look for space not filled before, or fro~ 

which entities have been deleted. IFULFL is one on the first pass 

and is doubled for each succeeding pass until HIDPG/IFULFL.LT.6. 

NSLT is the number of in-core slots. It is input through FILSLT. 

IPGSLT is the number of pages in each in-core slot. It is input 

through FILSLT. 

HJDSLT is the length of a slot. It is equal to HIDPG*IPGSLT+IHDR. 

IHDR is the number of header words per slot. In the current syst'2m 

this value is three. 

ISECPG is the number of 64-l-Yord PP.U' s per page. It is inputted 

through UTIT or Il1IT1. 

HASIC12 ,l1ASK18,HASI:24 are often used masks. Their values are 

7777B, 777777B and 77777 7777B, respectively. 

LSTHRIT is the last PRU on Hhich anything has been written. Its 

value should be, if a SAVE has not been done, IIWG*ISECPG+2. The '2' 

occurs because the first PRU is used to hold a copy of the first t'venty

five Hords of labeled col!liilon, and the last PRU is an end-of-record. 

The nine pass,vords occupy bits 18-59 of the next nine '"ords. The 

bottom eighteen bits can be used for passing values bet,veen routines. 

Arrangement of the liash Table 

\fuen the file is initialized, ISSIZE pa3es are set aside at the 

beginning of the file for the hash table. lfuen an entity is hashed to 

a page, it is entered on that page in a t~vO-\vord entry as near the 

top as possible. In other Hords, entries start at the top and fill it 

do'm'vard. lfuen the page is full, any further hashes to it are considered 

collisions. The structure of the two Hard hash entry is illustrated 

in figure 7a. TI1e flags' significance are: 
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bit 59 set - this cell in use 

bit 58 set - this entity a parent 

bit 57 set - this entity a child 

bit 56 set - entity deleted 

bit 55 set - this entity saved in SAVE 

bit 54 set - this entity's children saved in SAVE 

Bit 56 is used because GETLOC, Hhen looking for an entity already 

entered, stops at the first enpty cell; a deleted hash entry must not 

look the same as an empty cell. If the entity in question is not 

found, it ~vill be put in a deleted entry location if such exists. 

Data Storage On A Page 

The appearance of a file page is shown in figure 8. Each page 

hold up to sixty-three records, i.e., parts of entities. The first 

word on each page contains the page number - put there by INIT - the 

current number of records on that paee and the space remaining on that 

page for adding further records. Following t:lis header word are the 

record directories, one per record. Each directory word contains the 

length of the record, its location on the page relative to the start 

of the directories, and a pointer to the next portion of the entity -

zero if this record is the end of the entity - on another page. The 

records themselves are stored starting at the bottom. 

Hhen an entity is accessed using GETHSII, both the data and pointer 

buffers are filled. On the disk the data from these two buffers is 

stored together. As can be seen from figure 9, the password and 

lengths are packed to~ether and the point~rs are stored bea-1een the name 

and the rest of the data. The pointers are packed so that for a pointer 

buffer of length (NPOD!T+l) *3 only J:1POINT*2+1 words of disk storage 

are used. 

Hhen data is transferred between an in-core slot and a user's buffer, 

the intermediary is the page buffer (see figures 1,10). The first 

~vord of the p~~e buffer is its length. This is one more than the 

record's length, as stored in the record directory. Then comes the 

data from each disk page. At the end is the continuation pointer to 

the next page of data; this pointer is taken from the directory also. 
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Algorithm For Filling Slots (Subroutine PAGE) 

The labeled comon are a of the user's !'rogram consists of - for 

the most part - a series of slots Hhich hold page images from the 

disk. Each slot has a three-word header made up of 1) page number 

of first page in that slot, 2) age of the slot, and 3) number of 

times the slot has been changed. A slot is indicated as changed 

~-1henever something is entered or replaced on a page in that slot. 

The following description shm·1s hm..r the page is found if in core, and 

if it isn't which slot the page is read into. The exact same mechanism 

is used for the ECS slots: 

1) Is the page desired in the last slot handled on the previous 

call to PAGE? 

If not: 

2) If "t-mrd 1 of the header is zero, read the page into this slot. 

If not: 

3) Is page in this slot? 

If not: 

4) If this slot is unchanged - header ~1ord 3=0- and there were no 

unchanged slots previously, save location and age, and go to 8. 

5) If this slot is the oldest unchanged slot - lvhen there is 

more than one - save location and age of this slot, and go to 8. 

6) If this slot has been changed, but an unchanged slot has been 

found previously, go to 8. 

7) If all of the slots including this one have been changed, but 

this is the oldest slot, save location and age of this slot. 

8) Increase age of this slot by one. If there are any more slots, 

go to 2. 

At the end of this process either >ve have the page desired or else 

we have the oldest unchanged slot, if it exists, and we can read the 

page desired into it. Othenvise lve urite out the oldest changed slot 

and read the page desired into it. 
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IV. SAIIPLE PROGRA1I 

The follcn·ring sample prograi!ls set up a data base for the tHo-story 

building shmm in figure 12. Data is then read in from cards and added 

to the entities. Finally, a search is made through the file to 

deternine the thickness of the thinest interior Hall which surrounds 

each room. This information is stored in Hord 4 of each room entity. 

The structure of the file is shown in figure 13, as produced by a call 

to SGOOP, 

The first, short, progran sets up the overlays for the main pror,ram 

to use. The second progran consists of the main overlay and the 

primary overlay, PROGP,AH EXM1PLE, which constructs and manipulates the 

file. The second program took 1.326 seconds to compile and load, and 

ran for .516 seconds. 
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;all 3 

Fiour2 lJ. Structur~ of File Set U~ Uv Sample Program 



J09,CMbOOOO,T5,12J45b78 
COMMENT,HiESC: CONTROL .CA>IOS SET UP f"HS OVEqLAYS ON f"ILE OVLFL, 
~.A,FLMLJB,UCCOOJ. 

>U'IIISI 
o.ovLrL. 
~.J,OVLFL,>LMLIB. 

~O~If"Y<P=ISR•NzO,FI 5 EDll•INlTJAL 
:"U~.j!S,J•COMPILEI 
LOAD,LGO,FHS~lB. 

otjQGO. 
7•8-9 

OVERLAYINAME•O•OI 
PROGRAM MAIN! lNPuT,OUTPUT I 
COMMON IDUMI80) . . 
CALL OVLAYI4H~AME•2•80) 

END 
~-7-8-9 

J03,T5,CM75000,ECJ2.12J45o78 
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:;O~MENT. NOTC: T~AT WHILE T~E PRIMARY OVERLAY IS ONLY 20K LON~, 
:o~MENI, ALLJWANC~S ~UST ~£ MADl FOK THl 44K PR111A~Y OVERLAY INITIAL. 
~.A,FLMLIB•UCCOOJ. 
:OU'Ij( S I 

_OAQ,LGO,I="I1SL18. 
:O~MEN!.REPLACE NEXT TwO CARDS •ITH 'EXECUTE.' CARD IF NOT USING OVERLAYS 
'IO:iO. 
NA .. E. 
7-!-9 

1201 
: 

:; 
:; 
:: 

-~ 
:; 
:: 

: -~ 
:; 

-~ 

OVE~LAYINAM£•0•01 

PROGRA'1 MAIN< J'ljPUT,OUTPUT) 
COMMON 1 DUM< 80) 
CALL OVLAY14HNAHE•2•80) 
END 
OVERLAYINAM£•1•0) 
PRClGRA-'1 EX411PLE 
JJ10 = 25+o4•5•<10•o4+J)+2•J 
COMHON/FMS/IOU~(JJ10) 

COMMON lbAF!5QJ,lPNTRI21),14RAY(9) 
Dl"!ENSION IFLI2hiKMI51>1WL<7I•IDAT<25) 
DO 1201 1=1•9 
lARAY<IIzO 
OPE~ F1L£(~.j4ME FILEHNGJ FOR BOTH KEADING AND WRITING 
CALL O~NFLMGI1,7LFILEHNG) 

USE A ~ASH lAdLE 50 PAGES LONG IN A TOTAL FILE OF 500 PAGES 
ALLOW o PA~ENTS PEK RECORD 
EACH PAGE IS ONE PMU 
CALL l~IT150•o•1•50UJ 

5 SLOTS, 10 PAGE~ PER SLOT 
CALL FILSLT<5,10,3310,25,21) 
2 ECS SLOT~. ~0 PAGES PER SLOT. NOTE- THAT 10 DIVIDES 50 AND 
ALL OF TH£ HAS~ IA~LE CAN 8£ KEPT IN O~E ECS SLOT 
CALL F1LECS<2.50) 
ITYP•O 
STORE ~ASSWORuS 
THIS CALL NOT NElDED If" PASSWO~DS NOT USED 
CALL PASwRO< IA~AY J 
SET UP TREE STRUCTURE, EACH RECORD 25 WORDS LONG 
IBAF<11=25 
PASSWO~D•O 



c 

::: 

c 

::: 

::: 
::: 

I8AF'13l•O 
NAME F'OR BuiLDING RECORD 
l~AF'I2l•10H~UIL~1NG1 

uo 1 1•4.25 
1 IBAF'I I l•O 

F'IND EMPTY LOCATION IN HASH TABLE 
CALL G~TLOCI lt3AF'.tt>NTR•LOC) 
ADD REO::ORD 
CALL AuHASHI loAF',JPNTR•LOCl 
SAVE ADOqESS OF HUILOING 
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ADDRESS WHERE ENIITY STOR~O RETU~~ED BY ADHAS~ lN lPNTR(i) 
IBLD=J.=>NTRI1l 
ADD TWO F'LOOR RECO~US, MAKE T~EM CHILDREN OF' THE BUILUING RECORU 
18AF(2l=10HF'L00RO 
DO 2 Jat•2 
F'ORM CJRRECT NA~E 

1BAF(2l=I9AF<2l+04••4 
CALL G~TLOC<lHAF'•lF'LAG•LOCl 
CALL ADHASH<loAF•l~NTR,LOC) 

CALL STPNTR<IdLD•IPNTR<1>•ITYP) 
STORE ~LOOR ~DDR~SSES FOR FUTURE REF'ERENC( 
IF'Lil )o:JPNT~t 1) 

2 CO"'TINI.IE 
IBAFC2l•10HROOMQ 
CKEATE,ADD,LIN( ~OOMS 
DO 3 1•1•5 
l~AF'l2lzi9AFC2l+04••5 

cALL G i: T L 0 c ( I d A F'. IF' u GIL oc ) 
CALL ADHASHC IdAF'•IPNTq•LOC) 
GET CORRECT PARENTS ADDRESS 
1P:IFLC2l 
lF'ci.L~.2> IP.,IF'Litl 
CALL STPNTRll~•lPN1~(1)•liYP) 

lR'1C I >=IPNT~I 1) 
3 CO"iTJNI.IE 

ltHFt 2 l•10HWALI..O 
FINALLY, AUO THE WALLS 
DO 4 l=t.7 
1BAFC2l=I9AFC2l+04••5 
CALL Gi:TLOC< ldAF'•IF'LAG•LOCl 
CALL AOHASHCI~AF•lPNTR•LOC) 

4 l"L<Il=lP"'TRC1l 
S£T PRJPER POI~TERS TO WALLS 
POfNTE~ TYPE IN WALL I~DICATES ROOM NU~BER 

CALL STP~TR!It-11'1(1),1WLI1h1) 

CALL STP"<TR<IR'1(1J.IWL(2),1) 
CALL S TP~Tq< I R'1C 1 ), 1 lolL( 4 ),1) 
CALL STPNTRC I.R/01( 1 J, lWL( '; ll1) 
CALL ST?NTR<I~~(2l.IIIL(2),2) 

CALL STPNTRCIR"1(2J.IWL(J),2) 
CALL STPNTiH!RM<2),JWL(4)•2) 
CALL ST?"<TR< IR'1C2ld11LC5).2) 
CALL SfPNTR<I~"1(J),!wLI1l•Jl 

CALL STPNTRC !R"'C3lolWL(4),J) 
CALL STP"<TR<I><'1C3ldwl(ol•J) 
CALL STPNTRC I~"1(3lol"L(7),J) 
CALL STPNTRCIR"1(4),!ill(3),4) 
CALL STPNTRC!~,'1(4l,Joil(4l•4) 

CALL STPNTR(JR"1C4l,JWL(o)•4) 
CALL SfPNTR<IRM(4l.Iwl(7),4) 
CALL STPNTRCIR'1!5),11o'LI2)15) 
CALL STPNTRClriMC5l,lwL(J) 1 5) 
CALL STPNTRC lri'1(5)dlll(6)•5) 
CALL STPNTRCIRM(~),1WL(1)•5l 



::: 

c 
c 
c 

: 

c 
: 

:: 

: 
::: 

:: 
:: 
::: 

: 

::; 
:: 

:: 
:: 

:: 

PRINT OUT TMEE STRUCTURE 
CALL SO:OOPCDl 
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NEXT• ~£AD lN D~fA CARDS, W~ICH HAVE NAHE OF THE RECORU IN COLUMN 
1-10• DATA IN TH~ R~ST OF THE COLUMNS, AND ADD DATA TO ALREADY 
t.XISTI~G RECOKOS 

1DD FORMAT CA10,201J) 
DO '3 1•1>15 
~EAD 100.IBAF<2>• CIDAT(J),J•4•2Jl 
NAME I~ 18AFC2l. GET RECORD AND ADO DATA 
CALL Gc:TLOC< ltiAf • IFLAG•IAO) 
~~~C£ iNTITY ALREAUY PRESENT (}fLAG COULD 6£ CHECKED IF WE WEREN'T 
SURE), lAD lS RETU~NEO AS THE AOOKESS Of THE ENTITY 
GET TH~ RECURU INTU l3Af AND IPNTR 
CALL G~THSH<IoAFoiPNTR,IAO) 

ADD DATA TO RECO~O. REPLACE IT IN FILE 
uo b J•1•3 

b IDAT<Jl•IBAF<Jr 
tJAT(24l•I8AFC24l 
IDAT<25l•I8AfC25) 
CALL Ri'HASHC IuATdf>NTR) 

5 CO~TINvE 
THE COOING 8ELO~ ILLUSTRATES HOW SElRCHING OF LINKED LISTS CAN 
SE DON~. WE COULD ALSO USE THE ADDRESSES STORED IN A~~AYS IFL•IRM•IWL 
GET 3UILDING 
IDA H 1 )ziBLO 
IDA T< 2 >=I OAr< 3 )zO 
CALL GTPNTR<IJAT,ITYP) 
IDATC2l IS REfvRNEU AS FIRST CHILD OF ISLG• I.£. FLOOR1 
IFL1=1DAT!2l 
~AVE AODMESS 0F FIH~T fLOOR RECOHO 

17 lfHTC1l=IDATC2l 
~AVE ADDRESS OF IHIS fLOOR 
lfLN=IL>AT<2l 
IDAT<2l"'O 
CALL G TPNTR< HlA T ol TYP) 
IDAT(2l IS &DURESS OF fiRsT ROOM ON THAT fLOOR 
IR=!RM1=1DAH2l 

18 IIJAT!1l•IR 
IDAT!2l=O 
CALL GfPNTR<IJATolfYPl 
IDAT<2l IS fH~ AUD~ESS OF THE FIRST wALL OF THE ROOM 
IN!TIA~IZE MINIHUH 
MIN.;=1000 OOD 
Gt:T fiRST WALL 
lwl1=1DATC2l 

19 CALL G~THS>H loAFolPNT~.IDAT!2ll 
WO~Q 5 IS POSITIVE IF T~E WALL IS EXTERIO~ 
WO~D 5 IS N~GATIVE IF THE WALL IS INTE~IOR 

THICK~~SS OF l~T~KIO~ WALL IS IN •ORO b 
If< lBAP!:>l.GT.Ol GO TO 29 
Ml~w=MINOCMINw•I~AF16)) 

SEA~CH POINTE~ ~UfF~R FOR NEXT CHILO 
29 DO 20 1=4,20.3 

LOOK FJR PA~ENTS AUDRESS <IR> IN fHE POINTER BUFFER OF THE CHILO 
TH~~E ~RE AI MOSI ~IX PAR~NTS Of ~AC~ WALL 
IF<< IPHt-<( l >.A.7177 777713>.EO.IRl GO .TO 25 

20 CONTI~JE 
PRI~T 1000, IUAT<1>•1DAT(2) 

1000 FORMAT<• PA~[NT ••020•• NOT FOUND IN ••020) 
STOP 40 
GET ADDR~SS 0~ N~XT CHILO 0~ LINKED LIST 
IP"ilR< I+t l IS FO~dHO POINTER 

25 1Ddl<2>=IP,._IK(I+1) 
CMECK IF ITS THE Fl~ST CHILO 



c 

c 
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IF(I0AJC2l.NE.IIILU GO TO 19 
FI~ISM£0 ~lrH ALL WALLS SURRQUNOI~G THAT ROOM 
QET ROOM, &OD fHJCK~£55 Of THINEST l~TERIOR WALL SUR~OUNOI~Q IT AS I8AFC4) 
CALL Cl£THSMI l :UF'• lt"'NTR• IR) 
18AF'I ~ hMIN~ 
IF!MIN~ 0 E0•1000 000031 IBAF'C41•0 
~EPL&C£ ~OOM ~ECO~D IN F'llf 
CALL R~HASHIIBAF'Il~NTR) 

~OOHS HAVE ON~ PA~ENT ON~Y 
I~=IP~rRc5J 
GET NEXT ROOM. IF' ITS NOl THE F'I~ST, ~00? AND CHECK IfS ~ALLS 
IF'!IR•NEoiRHtl GO TO 1& 
GET NEXT FLOOR 
AOOQESS OF' PARENT IBUILDI~G) 
IDA f( 1 J•IBLU 
ADDRESS OF' A CHILD IF'LOOR) 
IDAT( 21•1F'LN 
GET POINTER TO N~XI CHILO 
CALL GTPNTR<IDAT~ITYP) 

IF' ADD•ESS OF NEXT FLOOR IS THE 5AHE AS ADDRESS OF F'I~Sl F'~OORf 
W~ HAY~ CHECKED ALL FLOORS 
IF'CIDAT!2l.NE.lf'L1) GO TO 11 
ALL F'LOO~S FINISHED 
WRITE INFORMATION FROM IN~CORE lAND ECS, SLOTS BACK ONJO THE DISK 
CALL Ei'ITSLI 
STOP 500 
~No 

7-8-9 
OUA 
!>-7-8•9 
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GLOSSARY 

DATA BUFFER(IBAF) - a buffer used to hold data for adding to the 

file, and to receive data Hhen accessins the file. Length is in l<lord 1, 

name in \-lOrd 2, pass"V70rd in \·lord 3. Hinimu!'l length is three; maxinum 

length not greater than IDSZ, Hhich is a user-supplied parameter. 

See figure 3. 

DISK ADDRESS(IDL) - a tuo-part address (see figure 11) used as a 

pointer to an entity. It indicates the page the entity is on, and lvhere 

on that page it is. This is one of the three ~;ays of referring to an 

entity, the other tlvo being name and hash address. 

ENTITY - a fixed length data b.ead. The file - except for the hash 

table - consists of a large number of entities and their associated 

pointers. 

HASH ADDRESS(LOC) - a two-part address (see figure 7b) used as a 

pointer to the hash entry of an entity. It is returned by GETLOC 

if an entity can be added to the file. 

HASH TABLE - a portion of the file ISSIZE pages long acting as an index 

to the rest of the file, Hhere the entities themselves are stored. 

Each page of the hash table is fillerl, top-dolm, Hith a tHo-word hash 

entry (see fieure 7a) for each entity added to the file. 

ICO!fSZ - the length of the user's labeled corrrrnon,/'flfS/. ICOHSZ=25+ 

ISECPG*64+NSLT*(IPGSLT*ISECPG*64+3)+lJOSLT*3. 

!FLAG - a flag returned by GETLOC shmving the status of the hash 

table: IFLAG=-1, hash table overflol-1, no more room, IFLAG=O, entity 

present with its disk address returned - unless IFLAG=2 on input, 

IFLAG=l entity not present but can be entered at returned hash address. 

IHPG - the lareest page of the file. It must be greater than ISSIZE. 

IPGSLT- the number of pages per in-core slot in /FMS/. 

ISECPG - the number of 64-l·70rd disk PRTJ's per file page. It must be 

between one and tuenty-eight, inclusive. 



.. 

ISSIZE - the number of pages set aside at the beginning of the 

file for the hash table. 
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NOSLT - the number of ECS slots. This value is autonatically zero 

if ECS is not used. 

NPGSLT - the number of pages in each ECS slot. It must be evenly 

divisible by IPGSLT. 

NPOINT - the maximum number of parents an entity can have. Its 

value must be greater than or equal to zero. 

NSLT - the number of in-core slots. It should be at least 0.10. 

PAGE - the standard unit of the file. A page can range from 64 to 

1792 CH words long • 

PASSHORDS - nine seven-character \vOrds ,.,hich can be used to restrict 

access to certain entities. 

POINTER - the disk address ,.,here an entity is located. 

POinTER BUFFER(IPNTR) - a user-supplied buffer of length (NPOINT+l) :'<3 

(or 1 if NPOINT=O) that holds an entity's pointers - after a GETHSH -

which shou that entity's relationships to other entities. See figure 

3. 

POINTER FLAG(ITYPE) - a number ranging from 0 to 3777B (2047) \vhich 

appears in bits 48-58 of the parent's pointer in the pointer buffer 

of a child of that parent. 

SLOT - a grouping of one or more pages in the labeled common area. 

Since file to in-core I-0 is ah1ays done on a slot basis, each slot 

contains consecutive pages. 
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ERROR 11ESSAGES 

Error messages are output to the dayfile. After the error, 

return is to the calling program Hithout performing the desired action 

unless othet1vise stated. lfessages are listed belm,.r in alphabetical 

order, follmved by the iTERR number, followed by probable cause 

and/or action. 

BAD I/O - 13 
P:':."oh::_e.Ms Fith disk I/O - hardware difficulties 

BAD PARAHETERS IN FLAG - 17 

In SETFLG or GETFLG either the bit count or bit value is wrong. 

If value is incorrect, only necessary hits - either 1 or 30 - are 

used. 

CANT Film PAr-ENT - 2 3 

Pointer has not been set. 

CA..~T FIND RECOI'..D - ?.6 

In SAVE or RESTORE, a record cannot be found. 

DATA BUFFER SIZE TOO SHALL - 16 

An attempt ~vas made to add or retrieve a record uhose length -

specified in word 1 of the data buffer - ~vas larger than the length 

of the data buffer - specified in FILSLT or SETSZ. If error occurs 

in GETHSH, program terminates - STOP 16. If it occurs in ADHASH, 

adding continues. 

DISK FULL - 6 

No room in file to store additional data. Program terminates with 

STOP 6. 

OONT HAVE CORRECT PASST·10RD - 18 

Attempt to retrieve a record uhose passHord \vas none of the nine 

user's pass~·7ords. 

FILE NOT OPENED - 14 

OPHFLMG not called 

HASH TABLE OVERFLOH - 24 

IFLAG=-1 in GETLOC 
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ILLEGAL ECS BUFFER LENGTH - 27 

The length of an ECS buffer is not evenly divisible-by the length of 

an in-core buffer. The program continues. 

ILLEGAL HASH PAGE N¢ - 15 

File directory page nur.lber either LE :) cr GT :':~'SIZE 

ILLEGAL OP,DINAL NO. ON DELETE - 10 

Data on disk bad, usually occurs on call from ADHASH or RPHASH. 

ILLEGAL ORDIHAL NO. otT ENTER - 7 

Data on disk bad, usually occurs on call of ADHASH or R.PliAS 1! 

ILLEGAL ORDIHAL NO. otT GET - 9. 

Data on disk bad or bad parameters in GETHSTI. Perhaps a record's 

address ~1as expected to be returned from GETLOC, but actually a 

hash address ~vas returned - IFLAG should be checked. 

ILLEG.AL ORDINAL NO. QtT REPLACE - R 

Data on disk bad, usually occurs on call to RPHASII. 

ILLEGAL PAGE NUlffiER - 5 

Bad data on disk or incorrect arr,ul!lents input to GETHSII 

ILLEGAL PAGE SIZE - 4 

On a call to INIT or I~TITl, the number of sectors per page was LT 0 or 

GT 28; program terminates 't-li th STOP 4. 

ISSIZE NEGATIVE - 3 

ISSIZE negative on call to INIT or INITl; program terminates ~vith STOP 3. 

LABELED COl1:,10N TOO SHALL - 1 

Size of labeled common specified is too small for number and size 

of I/O slots requested; program terminates ~vith STOP 1 if error occurs 

in FILSLT. If the error occurs in FILECS - not enough room for NOSLT 

headers - program continues. 

LENGTHS !TOT EQUAL OI! :':'..£PLACE - 12 

Bad data on disk. 



NAHE OF REPLACING E~1TIT'l DIFFERF.HT - 19 

Name of entity to replace, in RPHASil, is ~ifferent from record 

already on disk ldth address in IPNTR.(l). 

NOT ENOUGH ROOH ON ENTER - 11 

Bad data on disk or program writing over labeled common area. 

POINTER BUFFER TOO S!iALL - 2 
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Pointer buffer size - as specified in FILSLT or SETSZ - is less than 

(NPOINT+l)~~3; program terminates lvith STOP 2. 

SET SAHE PARENT THICE - 21 

Attempt to add same entity to a given linked list more than one time. 

TOO MANY GE~lERATIONS - 25 

Nore than seventeen generations have heen used - possibly circular tree. 

Message appears from SCOOP or SAVE. SCOOP continues ~vith next primary 

parent. 

TOO MANY PARENTS - 20 

l~ximum number of parents exceeded. 

TYPE OUT OF P.P.J1GE - 22 

Pointer type either LT o or GT 2~'=*11-1. Only bottom eleven bits 

used. 
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; ... 

SUBROUTINE AD':{ASii (IBAF, IPi1TR, LOC) 
SU'3ROUTINE CLOSE 
SUBROUTIHE EliTSLT 
SUllROUTilJT: FILI:.CS (lJOSLT ,::rPG:-lLT) 
SUl.lP.OUTLT;.: FIL3LT C'JSLT, IPf"!SLT ICO: ·SZ, Ds.Z, I:2SZ) 
SU'3P.OUTHE (';ETFLG (LOC, IJ IT,; ") 
SUIE'.OUTE!E GETtiS II (BAF, IP!!TR, IDL) 
SUTIROUTI~ffi ~:TLOC{IBAF,IFLAG,LOC) 

SU:}P.QUTVE GO 
SU::JP.OUTii~E GTIHFG(LOC, IVAL) 
SUl3ROUTii-!E GTP~~TR(ID, ITYP::::) 
FUl!CTIO] P!ASH (I'JAF, ISSIZE) 
FUl!CTIOt! L-IAS'f.il (BAF, Ir:) 
SUBP.OUTEJ:': F!IT (ISSIZE ,i'!?OI~jT, I2ECPG, DiPG) 
SUDV.OUTI:TE LHT1 (ISSIZE, ;·r?OI:!T, ISI:CFC', E!Pr;, ICO 'SZ) 
SUD ROUTINE IP~UlJT (j ~, E>UF) 
FUiTCTIOi.'J ilERit(I) 
SUBROUTii!E OP~~FLT 'G (I~, LFH) 
SID ROUTINE OVLAY (IOVl~AJ:,:roFrL::::, T,Eircor ;) 
SU3r~OUTD1E OVLPP.O (IOV!TO) 
SUBP.JUTHJE PAS~JRD ( IARAY) 
SUBP..OUTI~E QDRST (1Ft~, reo· 'S Z) 
SUBROUT!l:EZ QDSAV(LF!.!, ICOUSZ) 
SlJT'.f..OUTI:J12 RESTORE (LF.:) 
SUBROUTidE R.l':VHSH(IDL,IPr:T:t) 
SUl3I'DUTEm Ir:VPTR(IDLP, IDLC) 
SUBROUTil.JE RPHASE (IBAF, IP~JTP.) 
SUDROUTElE SAVE (LF,n 
SUBROUTii'!E .SCOOP (IFG) 
SUBTI.:JUTL-1::3 SETFLG(LOC, IBIT, 1 ;) 

SU::Jf.OUTINE SI:TSZ (I~SZ, !JSZ) 
SUBROUTL'JE SRTPTR(IDLP, IDLC, lT)L_I, ITYPE) 
SUBROUTLm STINFG(LOC, !VAL) 
SU5TI.OUTINE 3TP 
SU:::FOUTHJE STPIJTR(IDLP, IJLC, ITYPI:) 
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